ABSTRACT
Why should students bother attending classes when they have access to a
greater spectrum of information conveniently at their fingertips whenever they
want and wherever they may be? As the Internet has enabled an unprecedented
amount of information and media available to the world, it would seem logical to
witness a gradual shift away from the built classroom of instructors engaging
students to think, to the rapid access of immediate results and answers online.
This paper argues that the online environment is not a replacement for teaching;
rather that quality teaching may emerge from several deficiencies that online
resources suffer from. In the process of proposing solutions to this online
dilemma with more conventional teaching models, the paper will elaborate upon
an initiative referred to as the 5 P’s of pedagogy aspiring to improve the value of
quality teaching in post secondary education institutions.
INTRODUCTION
The onslaught of digital information has precipitated a network of information where accessible
resource and authorized resource have become synonymous. This trend has gradually led to
concerns over the value and quality of teaching in traditional pedagogical models. Through
reframing conventional teaching within the context of projects, profession peers, professors, and
personal growth, referred to as Five Dimensional Pedagogy, students may readily understand
the value of quality teaching supported by contemporary digital technologies that may enhance
the teaching experience. As instructors, we must make it clear to students that we may offer a
depth and breadth of experience that adds value to their quality of education. It is through these
steps that a greater value may be emphasized on classroom learning as opposed to that which
is so seductively immediate and available in digital environments.
In his seminal paper “Computing Machinery and Intelligence”, the father of computer science,
Alan Turing established the framework of artificial intelligence by asking “can machines think?”.
As a hypothetical evaluation calling for a computer and a human to maintain a conversation with
a secluded human “interrogator”, the Turing Test measures a computer’s demonstrated
intelligence by its capacity to convincingly present itself as a person.1 The question today is no
longer whether or not machines are capable of thinking; rather it must be reframed to ask
whether society, specifically at a student level, is capable of thinking, high level synthesis, and
innovation in light of the vast collection of information contemporary technologies have afforded
them. Turing’s evaluation of intelligence stemmed from an assumption that reaction and
interaction would denote intellect; however the experiment did not address critical elements of
thinking including synthesis and innovation. Unfortunately the combination of the Millennial
generation coming through the ranks of post secondary education and the rapid capacity,
access, and speed of information networks has precipitated learning environments embracing
the Turing model of intelligence rather than traditional ones focused on introspective
development and synthesis.
ONLINE AND OUT OF CLASS

The integration Internet-based information is invaluable yet we must examine their incentive to
actually attend classes in person. Various studies have been conducted and demonstrate that a
hybridized delivery of course material at post secondary levels can improve students’
perceptions of what they have learned.2 Student access to course material online has been
statistically demonstrated as improving academic performance.3 It is important to note that the
issue here is not the media, but the instructor-driven content that has empowered student
performance. This only supports the belief that online technologies should be appropriated to
support (rather than supplant) quality teaching in the classroom.
Quality education does not necessarily mandate traditional in-class activities and pedagogical
models however the fundamental notions of making material relevant to students remains the
same regardless of the degree of technological integration. In a study conducted by the
Chicago College of Pharmacy studying students’ motivations for class attendance, it was
revealed that teacher behavior and the presentation of new and relevant material had significant
impacts as incentive for student turnout.4 The quality of teaching is incumbent on the instructor
and the associated delivery.5
THE NATURE OF TODAY’S STUDENT
We are currently teaching an evolving group of students that is not only able to access a wide
array of material, but also behaviorally different from any other generation. Prensky has referred
to this generation as “digital natives” who have been brought up immersed in the media of the
digital age from video games to cell phones to Internet access and able to be “native speakers”
of these digtal languages.6 At over 80 million, they are the crest of a tidal wave of new students
and motivated to perform well with great confidence while simultaneously falling prey to an
inability to comprehend macro and micro levels of information and connect with academic
material.7 This generation’s access to a great deal of technology has brought about its specific
attitudes on learning and teaching. Millennial students, those born between 1980-1995, have
been noted as smart yet impatient, able to multi-tasker yet lack depth of skill, networked yet
vocally autonomous, and most notably information-rich yet attention-poor.8,9 It is within this
context that instructors must struggle to make their material relevant and engaging.
ACCESS TO DIGITAL TOOLS
Contemporary pedagogy has sought to integrate online material into course delivery, to address
these “digital natives’” demands. Online courses have typically offered a range of tools ranging
from simply serving as a course material repository to engaging students in virtual interactive
environments. Incoming students are highly tech-savvy and able to navigate online teaching
environments with ease however studies have revealed that the depth of their understanding
was extremely variable.10,11
Students are increasingly using the speed and breadth of material available on the Internet in
not only accessing information but also producing and reformatting it within the Web 2.0 age we
currently live in. From wikis and blogs to podcasts and social networks, students are laying the
foundation for a rapid proliferation of material online. With barriers to entry and creation low,
students are empowered with a high level of comfort in production with “web-based

collaboration-ware”. This trend is not without its share of problems. With the mass collaborative
efforts of information stores such as Wikipedia, information is constantly in flux and subject to
unreliable collaboration.12 This has brought about what Nicholson refers to as the “cult of the
amateur” where global information networks have begun to rely on fewer references and
resources in the pursuit of rapidly broadcasting information.13 Information is increasingly
readily available while it is simultaneously increasingly suspect.
In some instances, the onset of these digital tools has precipitated an increased adoption of
online course delivery as a potential replacement for in-class learning rather than integrated as
an additional facet to a pedagogical framework. By quantitative measures, both models reflect
a similar outcome, but the level of articulated learning varied immensely with solely online
courses.14 Despite the increased use of these online educational models, it has become
increasingly clear that curricula based solely on virtual environments “have been a catastrophic
failure despite early predictions that web-based learning was a “tsunami that was sweeping the
ivy-clad university of the past away” with more institutions shifting to hybridized in-class and
online pedagogical models.15
A RESPONSE TO THE TREND: A 5 DIMENSIONAL PEDAGOGY
Contemporary instructors and educational leaders must integrate digital tools into their
curriculum while remaining mindful of not pandering to students by “killing higher education” with
concessions to students’ desires.16 Teachers must actively make decisions in not only what they
present to their students, but also how it may be delivered.
The groundwork for the development of the Five Dimensional Pedagogy stems from a reaction
to the need to not only present material to students but to also truly teach them by way of
rendering material accessible and relevant. Noel Entwistle describes the need to add value to
the educational environment and “to distinguish between explanatory theories (which increase
our understanding of the interactions) and the action theories (which guide practice and are
couched in accessible language).”17 Entwistle’s delineation of pedagogy clearly articulates the
instructors’ value as one of engagement in promoting quality education. Given the conditions
decried by Nichols and many other educators, an initiative was developed to enhance the
quality of teaching within a suite of courses in the architecture curriculum within two Canadian
universities. With a strong focus on promoting the value of pedagogy reframed within a series
of multiple stakeholder dimensions, including professors, projects, peers, professional industry,
and personal growth, the 5 Dimensional Pedagogy model was developed and has promoted a
higher quality of teaching at both institutions. Ultimately the value of implementing this model
has not only witnessed incredible pedagogical returns, but also a contagious culture of
continued pedagogical improvement seeking to work in tandem with the ever-changing student
body.
PROFESSORS
The first tenet of five dimensional pedagogy charges the professor to address the nature of
(rather than the desires of) their students. Though many online tools provide channels to
distribute information, ultimately professors and instructors are the arbiters of how and what

should be taught in a curriculum. Recent research on the differences between online and
conventional models of learning indicated that the immediate presence of a clear framework
overseen by an authority on the matter was invaluable in improving the quality of teaching.18
The web affords students varying access to information on literally anything yet these online
environments do not provide a strategic pedagogical framework that a sensible instructor may
provide.
Professors must now clearly surface metrics and rubrics that they have always used to today’s
student. As these students continually work within a structured framework with increased
demands for transparency and accountability, it behooves instructors to be similarly explicit in
establishing pedagogical objectives.19 At the same time, instructors must be able to provide
measures to assess what students have actually learned. This is where the value of creating an
engaged classroom dynamic is clear. Though there are many proven strategies for methods of
creating engaged learning environments (both online and off), the underlying value in nurturing
them is to permit students to feel comfortable asking questions such that both student and
instructor may understand what must be addressed in future lessons.20
PROJECTS
As the professor makes the material engaging and applicable, it is through the projects issued
that students begin to demonstrate the desired learning. Once again the virtualized
environment provides a great deal of information, yet this torrent of data is not learning. Carlson
best articulates students’ attitudes on projects when he writes, “they want to learn only what
they have to learn, and they want to learn it in a style that is best for them… often they prefer to
learn by doing.”21 With online data resources alone, students neither receive meaningful
projects nor are they properly paced or provided reasonable, defined boundaries for what scope
of work is manageable.
Beyond creating engaging exercises to demonstrate desired learning, it is again important to
recall the value of understandable metrics with explicit measures of performance. For today’s
student, what gets rewarded gets done. Beyond this, it is important to not only evaluate student
performance, but follow up with clear comments or evaluations ensuring proper address of
potential improvement for future assignments. Online technologies may help in providing these
reviews and evaluations however the environment itself cannot generate focused pedagogical
objectives or substantial qualitative review of student work.
PROFESSIONAL INDUSTRY
An absolutely incredible feature of today’s access to the spectrum of information is its
remarkable interconnectivity. Within a matter of clicks one may casually jump from a news
article on economic forecasts to endangered animals. Similarly, not limited with access to a
range of academic topics, students are able to quickly literally make the connections between
what is taught in academia and what is required by the profession. Making material relevant to
applied practice has been cited as a common demand in contemporary teaching.22 The access
to information afforded by superficial perusal on the internet may not necessarily reflect the true
application and relevance of material covered in academic circles.

In order to address this situation and increase the quality of education in the curriculum,
instructors must not only “bring in the real world” into the classroom, but also showcase the very
real impact of failing to understand the material covered in the curriculum. Though the industry
often dictates what students must know in order to enter the workforce, it is the instructors that
must lay the foundation for the quality and sensitivity to appropriate ethical and professional
decisions students may make upon graduation. Additionally, high quality instructors are able to
enhance the material taught in their courses by not limiting the material to specific tasks or
careers; rather they may showcase a range that engage course material. In this manner
students are able to assess the value of the material as applied to their own situations and
professional trajectories.
PEERS
The online environment offers a great deal of robust communication tools that should be
encouraged as methods to foster extensive peer work. Though the Millennial generation shares
a team-oriented and networked mentality, as characterized by the explosive value of social
networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter, rarely does the digital world provide a truly high
quality learning environment. Collaboration is limited despite the available technological
capabilities. In a study comparing online discussions and face-to-face discussions, the
researchers concluded that one of the major factors that impeded these virtual communities
were the time commitments that such a system required and the limitations of what could be
presented in such a medium.23 Another limitation in the use of online group work concerns the
nature of team dynamics. The primary basis for significant online peer relationships tends to
emerge from acquaintance in reality which does not provide an accurate simulation of the real
world where people working in tandem often are not necessarily friends.
Instructors must ensure that when providing group assignments, students must not only have
access, but also opportunities to truly contribute to individual learning with a range of people
and not necessarily those they are familiar with. In “Digital Media, Youth, and Credibility” the
authors emphasize Millennial students believe “that the only real authorities in the digital world
are themselves.”24 Having students become critical of each others’ works is important as the
shared pool of experiences will define submission standards they often see as the minima and
likely would therefore exceed. Though the networked framework is available it is incumbent on
instructors to optimize its pedagogical value to encourage mutual support.
PERSONAL GROWTH
It has often been stated that the Millennial generation is self-focused but simultaneously
concerned with a greater communal responsibility.25 Students wish to learn however the
strategic frameworks are not necessarily available online. Internet accessibility provides a great
spectrum of data yet there are no comparable or standardized metrics for pedagogic
development. At best, even self-motivated students tend to study what is easy and immediately
accessible and at worst students may explore and study what they believe is critical for their
own personal growth.

In order to add value to the pedagogical process, instructors must pay close attention to the
personal growth of students and cater to the diverse needs and learning styles of today’s
student population. Certainly this would include the adoption of online environments and
technologies, however one must examine the methods to ensure students may remain engaged
with all aspects of a course’s material. At a very primal level, students understand the value of
quality education within the context of Maslow’s hierarchy.26 Superficial exposure on the
Internet may highlight physiological and security needs students may have however the value of
instructors’ presentation of incentive driven material may empower students to address social,
self-esteem, and self-actualization needs on their own.
CONCLUSION
The rapid access to information has altered traditional pedagogical models and rendered
information a commodity. Instructors must find methods to elicit synthesis and value to
frameworks provided by educational institutions that surpass information processing and instead
offer quality teaching. It is undeniable that contemporary digital tools are ubiquitous facets of
pedagogical models and must continue to develop in tandem with progressive pedagogical
practice to deliver a high-caliber education. The value that instructors may impart in their
classroom environments must be reframed within a different series of perspectives as outlined
in the Five Dimensional Pedagogy to ensure a benchmark of quality teaching is present in the
classroom. If not for a change in perspective, we run the risk of not only alienating students
from formalized educational institutions in favor of easy access to online information, but worse
still, allowing them to atrophy into the bare minimum of Turing’s responsive intelligence.
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